It is perhaps easy to take our ears for granted, often not paying them too
much attention until a hearing problem begins to affect our well-being.

CLEAR HEARING SOLUTION

For audiologist Marina Storina,
founder of Clear Hearing Solution
and Director of Well-being, Hearing
and Balance Clinic, treating
hearing issues goes far beyond
understanding the mechanics of the
ear and firmly believes our hearing
gives us an emotional connection to
the world and the people around us
as well as improving our quality of
life and the lives of others.
Moscow-born Marina studied at
Swansea University where she earned
a BSc in Audiology and completed
further MSc training in treating
advanced balance disorder and
auditory rehabilitation. After working
in the NHS for over fourteen years, she
decided to start her own practice.
Clear Hearing Solution moved into
Goodsheds on the Barry waterfront in
September 2020 and has developed a
loyal client base throughout the Vale of
Glamorgan and beyond. Marina offers
a range of treatments including microsuction for infections and blockages,
hearing aids, balance rehabilitation,
tinnitus as well as specialist glue ear
treatment for children.

TESTIMONIALS

What patients say…
“Marina demonstrated excellent
knowledge and understanding of my
issues, which made me feel relaxed
and confident I was in safe hands.”
“I took my 13 year old son to Marina
for micro-suction. She was amazing
with him and made him feel at ease.”
“Best £65 I’ve ever spent. I would
definitely recommend her.”
Charity project plans…
Meanwhile, Clear Hearing Solution
is about to embark on an interesting
new development as Marina is in the
process of planning to fund a charity
project designed to provide free
hearing care for children. It’s going
to prove an interesting time for the
company so please watch this space.
Clear Hearing Solution
Unit 32, Goodsheds
Hood Road, Barry CF62 5QR
On the 2nd floor, next to the lift
01446 688 450
info@clearhearingsolution.com
www.clearhearingsolution.com

For Marina, helping patients accept
hearing loss is an important part of the
relationship between audiologist and
patient. A pleasing aspect of the work
at the clinic is the number of extremely
positive comments from patients praising
the care and attention they received
during their consultations and procedures.

Opening times
Monday to Friday 10am to 4pm
5pm to 8pm by appointment only
Saturday 9am to 2pm
2pm onwards - Home visits only
Closed on Sundays

